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Print September 10, 2020. But the green color of spring. And green can be cool and friendly like that. And green can be as big as a mountain or important as a river or tall as a tree. I'm green and everything will be fine. It's beautiful and I think that's what I want to be. These memorable lyrics were stitched very green by Kermit the Frog. And when it comes to green, I'm totally on
board with more green cash in growth and income for your portfolio. Environmental, Social and Management (ESG) investing has been feeling good kind of style investing for years. But no more than that. Now it is one of the strongest segments in the stock and bond market. Total earnings indices for the S'P 500 index -Source: Bloomberg Finance, L.P. S'P tracks its collection of
505 stocks in the S'P 500 index, as well as the ESG index. Since the beginning of the year, the ESG index has generated significantly higher returns and dividend income for higher returns than the sacred S'P 500 index. ESG Corporate, General Corporate and U.S. Total Bond Indices Total Income-Source: Bloomberg Finance, L.P. and Barclays Sharp Bonds Guys Over at
Bloomberg and Barclays also have their ESG Bond Index. Again, this segment of the U.S. bond market is outside the overall U.S. bond market index as well as the U.S. corporate bond index. Now, it can get off to just better corporate governance or products and services that meet ESG requirements. But I would say that what drives ESG markets is down to more demand from
institutional investors who follow their clients' appetites for ESG investments. One of my favorite companies inside the portfolio model is my lucrative investing advisory Hannon Armstrong Sustainable Capital Infrastructure (HASI). This is a great ESG investment for growth and revenue. It provides funding for green energy projects. Since all these projects are in some way ground
based (even if offshore seabed bottoms), it came with a bright idea to include as a real estate investment fund (REIT). This allows it to avoid corporate income taxes and pay dividends, which thanks to the Tax and Jobs Reduction Act 2017 (TCJA) come with a 20% tax deduction for individual investors. Hannon Armstrong (HASI) Total Income -Source: Bloomberg Finance, L.P. I
added shares to profitable investment portfolios late last year and since then the shares have returned 34.5%. This is 5.1 times more than the yield of the S-P 500 during the same period. And it's still a value. The stock is only 2.62 times the domestic (book) value, which is slightly higher than the average index of ReIT Bloomberg US. Revenue for five years grew by an average of
28% based on aggregate annual growth rates (CAGR). And like green financial energy, it shows what green makes for more green as it on net interest margin (NIM) - the difference between financing and earned interest - at a whopping 17.7%. This is much higher than traditional financial. And it works to build on cost with efficiency the interest value of each dollar of income is
56.2%. Dividends bring tax breaks of 3.3%, which is slightly more than the average for the S-P 500 index, and an average of 6.2% per year over the past five years. HASI successfully issues green bonds that are in high demand, including the last 3.75% due to 09/15/30, which currently yields 3.64% (ISIN - USU2467RAD18) and provides an advantage spread yield of 292.8 basis
points (b/s, 2.93%) equivalent U.S. Treasury bonds. The company works with several federal, state and local loan guarantees for its funded projects, and uses tax breaks and incentives (C'I) that its major developers and operators receive for their Hannaon Armstrong-funded projects. The combination of government support provides an additional level of credit certainty for
investors. I recently met Lawrence Socki, CEO of Incentify, a company that works for the business to find SI. He is well aware of Hannon Armstrong and said: I welcome Hannon Armstrong's green bonds and sustainable investment in general, as they represent 199 innovative models to address serious issues such as climate change within capitalism. Using investors to bridge
corporate gaps to get projects green light is a powerful model... but not unique. XI-I do the same, but instead of using private investors to bridge the corporate gaps of the NHS, it is the government that steps up. Similarly, the results for renewable energy and green worlds have been huge: Tesla depends on C'I at 8% of total revenue in 2019 just as the entire solar industry was
essentially created through Obama-era C'I packages. My mission is to make sure that innovative macroeconomic policies like green bonds and SI are becoming celebrated in popular culture. Too often, counterproductive misinformation falsely accuses THE SKI of being a corporate wealth that dominates the news cycle. Social Security requires recipients to maintain a certain level
of need, while THE SDI requires the awardees to maintain a certain level of achievement. The reality is that capitalism is not going anywhere... And it shouldn't. We must work within it to address the great challenges facing humanity. The main approaches under this headline are sustainable investment and SKI. So congratulations to Hannon Armstrong on this $350M as well as the
more $6B they invested in the whole. I hope to see even more in the future. For more green and for my last buy-under price Hannon Armstrong, sign up to become a profitable Investing subscriber today. All my best, Neil George editor, income investor digest and Investor Investing Author, Income for Life head to New Orleans for Mardi Gras, and if you're lucky, you'll get tossed a
strand of purple, green, or gold beads or maybe even one strand with all three and get to enjoy a slice of king cake drizzled with icing and sugar in the same colors. Official Fat Tuesday debuted in 1872 at the first parade of Rex, King of Mardi Gras. Newspapers at the time ran an appeal from the Carnival King decree that balconies should be draped in purple, gold and green.
Since then this triumvirate of flowers has been associated with Mardi Gras, but why is it an issue. Why three colors? Before we get an answer on why these three colors in particular, let's answer a simpler question about why Mardi Gras has three colors (against two, four or other). When local historian Errol Flynn Laborde explored the 125th anniversary of Rex Kreve (the
organization that produces the parade), he concluded that Rex's founders believed that the king should have a kingdom and the kingdom should have a flag, notes MardiGrasNewOrleans.com. The tricolor flag was the obvious choice as the United States, Britain and France each had one. Find out what people in New Orleans really think of Mardi Gras.Why these three colorsNow
that we know why Mardi Gras is associated with three colors, let's consider why purple, green and gold. While it has long been thought that colors were chosen in honor of the visit of Grand Duke Alexei Romanov in 1872, Laborde has a different theory. In accordance with traditional heraldry rules, the coat of arms needs both colours and metals; There are five color options: purple,
green, red, blue and black, and the metal selection is limited to silver and gold. Purple has long been associated with royalty, making it an easy choice. Gold, too, was evident as it was more suited to a king than a silver. From there, Laborde found that the field was narrowed to purple, gold, and green or purple, gold and black. We will never know why Green was chosen as the
third color. What do shades of Shades mean was not given official significance until 1892, when Rex Parade was the theme of The Symbolism of Flowers. This year it was decided that Purple stood for justice, green for faith, and gold for power. School Colors There is an urban legend that Mardi Gras colors are responsible for choosing school colors for rivals Louisiana State
University and Tulay University. Ostensibly, when LSU decided its colors, shops in New Orleans were stocked with purple, green and gold all for the Mardi Gras season. They bought all the purple and gold items, leaving Tulane, the green wave house, with only green items. Given that LSU was founded in 1860 and Tulane dates back to 1834, we're not sure how much water this
story holds. What we do know is that if you're heading to NOLA for a carnival, you'll want to wear your best purple, green and gold- it's a surefire way to get more beads and trinkets thrown your way. Next, read on for 16 more Mardi Gras facts you never knew. Why is my Alexa speaker flashing green? Blue? Yellow? Red? Purple? Orange? Echo's color show speaker display can be
misleading. There is to him, however. Each color light indicates a different signal about your Echo device, and they are all pretty easy to deal with since you know how to decipher them. That's what all Alexa lights mean. Alexa glowing blue? A solid blue ring with a rotating, light blue ring on top means that your device is running (if you didn't initiate it, the device may have had to
restart on its own). If this ring rotates for a long time, check if something is wrong in your Alexa app. Otherwise, reset and restart the device. A solid blue ring with a blue light pointing in your direction means that Alexa is processing your request. If you haven't made a request, Alexa will probably interpret background chatter to be one. If you've seen this ring from Alexa for a while
unanswered, say: Alexa, stop. Otherwise, restart the device. MORE: The best products that work with Amazon AlexaA are a throbbing ring that alternates blue and blue indicating that the device is in the process of responding to a request. If you see this ring but don't hear anything as Alexa says, make sure your devices aren't turned off and that the volume isn't too low to be
heard. Otherwise, say, Alexa, stop to cancel the request. Alexa's glowing yellow? If you see a rotating yellow light, it means that your Echo connects to your Wi-Fi network. If it has been doing this for a while, check your Alexa app to see if you need to re-enter the password. If the yellow light flashes, it means that the Alexa message is waiting for you. To read and respond to it, say:
Alexa, read my messages. Alexa's glowing red? A solid red light means you've jammed the device's microphone. To turn the microphone back on, click the microphone button at the top of the Echo.Alexa grows green? A pulsating green light means you get a call or someone falls on your device. Say: Answer to answer the call or Ignore to load the caller to the sidelines. A green
light that rotates clockwise means you're on an active call or active Drop In. If you didn't know you were on the phone, tell alexa, hang up or finish the call on the Alexa app. Alexa glowing purple? If the device displays a flashing purple light, it means that the error occurred while setting up Wi-Fi or the device has a connection problem. Visit the Alexa app and check your Wi-Fi
settings. If you see one flash of purple light after interacting with Alexa, it means that you have no bother included. To disable Don't Disturb, go to the Alexa app, select the device you're using, select Don't Disturb and switch it. Is Alexa glowing white? You should see the white light on your device, only You are currently adjusting the volume. If you see this light while you're not
doing it, check if the volume button is stuck or if something is clicking on it. Alexa glowing orange? Alexa will glow orange when the device is having trouble connecting to the Internet. If you're having trouble adding Echo speakers to the network, consider restarting Router. For more tips, tricks and how-to guides, check out our full guide to Amazon Alexa.Credit: Amazon Amazon
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